LESSON
OVERVIEW

Lesson 24
Money

PA Focus
PA Core Standards
Standard Area
Measurement, Data, and Probability

Standard

CC.2.4.4.A.1 Solve problems involving
measurement and conversions from a
larger unit to a smaller unit.

Additional PA Core Standards

CC.2.1.4.B.2, CC.2.1.4.C.2 (See page B1
for full text.)

Eligible Content
M04.D-M.1.1.2 Use the four operations
to solve word problems involving
distances, intervals of time (such as
elapsed time), liquid volumes, masses of
objects; money, including problems
involving simple fractions or decimals;
and problems that require expressing
measurements given in a larger unit in
terms of a smaller unit.

Lesson Objectives

Prerequisite Skills

Content Objectives

• Add, subtract, multiply, and divide
whole numbers.

• Solve word problems involving money.
• Convert amounts of money in bills and
coins to solve word problems about
money.

Language Objectives
• Describe the multiplicative relationship
between different-sized units of money.
• Summarize word problems about money
and determine which operation to use.
• Draw a diagram or write an equations
to represent and solve a word problems
about money.

• Add and subtract fractions.
• Convert larger units of measurement
into smaller units of measurement
within the same system.
• Understand number lines.
• Write an equation to represent a word
problem and solve the equation to find
the solution to the problem.

Lesson Vocabulary
There is no new vocabulary. Review the
following key term.
• convert (units) to write an equivalent
measurement using a different unit.

Standards for Mathematical
Practice (SMP)
1 Make sense of problems and persevere
in solving them.
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
4 Model with mathematics.
5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
6 Attend to precision.
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Learning Progression
Earlier in Grade 4 students learned to
write and solve equations in order to
solve word problems.

determine the value of a group of coins
and bills and to solve money problems
about making change.

In this lesson students apply their
knowledge of money to solve money
word problems that have more than one
step. Students add and subtract to

In Grade 5 students will convert units of
measurement, including using division to
convert from a smaller unit of measurement
to a larger unit of measurement.
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Lesson 24

Lesson Pacing Guide
Whole Class Instruction

Small Group Differentiation
Teacher-Toolbox.com

Day 1
45–60 minutes

Toolbox: Interactive Tutorial*
Introduction
• Use What You Know 10 min
• Find Out More 20 min
• Reflect 5 min

Day 2
45–60 minutes

Day 3
45–60 minutes

Day 4
45–60 minutes

Teacher-led Activities

Making Change

Modeled and Guided Instruction
Learn About Solving Problems
About Money
• Picture It 20 min
• Connect It 15 min
• Try It 10 min
Guided Practice
Practice Solving Money Problems
• Example 5 min
• Problems 15–17 15 min
• Pair/Share 15 min
• Solutions 10 min

Practice and
Problem Solving

Tools for Instruction 15–20 min

Assign pages 275–276.

Grade 4 (Lesson 24)
• Solve Measurement Word Problems

Practice and
Problem Solving

Student-led Activities

Assign pages 277–278.

Math Center Activities 30–40 min
Grade 4 (Lesson 24)
• 4.43 Multi-Step Money Problems

Practice and
Problem Solving
Assign pages 279–280.

Independent Practice
Practice Solving Money Problems
• Problems 1–6 20 min
• Quick Check and Remediation 10 min
• Hands-On or Challenge Activity 15 min

Personalized Learning
i-Ready.com
Independent
i-Ready Lessons* 10–20 min
Grade 4 (Lesson 24)
• Counting Money in Bills and Coins
• Making Change

Toolbox: Lesson Quiz
Lesson 24 Quiz

*We continually update the Interactive Tutorials. Check the Teacher Toolbox for the most
up-to-date offerings for this lesson.
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Introduction

Use What You Know

At A Glance

You have learned how to convert measurements to solve multi-step problems.
Now you will solve multi-step problems involving money conversions. Take a
look at this problem.

Students read a word problem and answer a
series of questions designed to help them
solve problems about money.

Last week Shing earned $5.00 for her allowance, $8.50 walking a neighbor’s dog,
and $7.75 helping with yard work. Can the money Shing earned be shown with
only dollar bills?

Step By Step

a. What do you need to do to solve the problem? Add the amounts of money Shing

• Work through Use What You Know as
a class.

earned from her allowance, walking the dog, and helping with yard work.
b. Are all the amounts given in dollars only? Explain. No, Shing earned $8.50

• Tell students that this page models how to
determine whether money amounts are in
whole dollars or dollars and cents.

walking a dog and $7.75 helping with yard work. These amounts contain
dollars and cents.
c. How can you convert cents to dollars? 1 dollar 5 100 cents. So for every

• Have students read the problem at the top of
the page.

100 cents, regroup to 1 dollar.

• Ask students why they need to regroup
cents. [100 cents equals 1 dollar. It would be
confusing to talk about dollars and cents if
the cents were more than 100.]

SMP TIP Model with Mathematics
Students may be unfamiliar with adding
money amounts with dollars and cents.
Provide them with play money, or have a
volunteer act out the problem with real
money to show them that they have
everyday experience combining money
and finding totals. (SMP 4)
Mathematical Discourse 1 and 2
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PA Core:
CC.2.4.4.A.1
Eligible Content:
M04.D-M.1.1.2

Introduction

d. What bills and coins could you use to show the money Shing earned by helping
with yard work? Possible answer: 1 five-dollar bill, 2 one-dollar bills,
3 quarters.

e. Can the money Shing earned be shown with only dollar bills?
No; Possible explanation: $8.50 has 50 cents in coins, and $7.75 has 75 cents
in coins. These coins cannot be traded for a whole number of dollars.
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Mathematical Discourse
1 How do money amounts compare to
the decimals that studied earlier?
Both money and decimals use a
decimal point. Both use the base-ten
system to show portions of a whole.
Money notation is a type of decimal
notation that ends at hundredths,
or cents.
2 How would base-ten blocks work as a
model for adding money? Are there
situations where using base-ten
blocks to model operations with
money isn’t possible?
Students may recognize that baseten units can model cents, longs can
model 10 cents, and flats can model
dollars. They may also point out that,
for example, there are no models in a
base-ten block set to represent
nickels and quarters. The model does
not represent all coins or bills well.
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Real-World Connection
Encourage students to think of everyday
situations where people might need to
add money amounts. Have volunteers
share their answers.
Examples: shopping, paying bills,
balancing bank accounts, saving for
a purchase.
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Find Out More

Step By Step

Math problems sometimes have multiple steps, like the problem with Shing’s
earnings. If measurements are given in dollars and cents, one of the steps might be
to regroup cents into dollars. You could also start by converting dollars to cents.

• Read Find Out More as a class.

Shing earned $5, $8.50, and $7.75. To find the total number of cents, regroup the
cents to dollars.

• Have students tell you what other
combinations of bills and coins they could
use to show the same total of $21.25.

Add the dollars Shing earned:
$5 1 $8 1 $7 5 $20
Add the cents:
50¢ 1 75¢ 5 125¢

• Have students compare regrouping quarters
as dollars and regrouping tens as a hundred.
Students should recognize that both
represent the same amount in different
ways. Students should also understand that
tens and ones both represent place value,
where quarters do not.

Regroup the cents to dollars:
125¢ 5 $1.25
Add the regrouped amount to the dollars you already added.
$20 1 $1.25 5 $21.25
You solve real-life problems involving multiple steps and conversions in other ways.
One way is to model the problem with bills and coins. The picture below shows how
you can use money images or play money to find the total.
Allowance

Dog Walking

Yard Work

• Have students read and reply to the
Reflect problem.

Real-World Connection
Hands-On Activity

Reflect

Mathematics
PRACTICE AND PROBLEM SOLVING

1 Explain why you need to know how to regroup cents to dollars in order to solve

real-world money problems.

Assign Practice and Problem Solving
pages 275–276 after students have
completed this section.

When you add money amounts with cents, you may end up with more than
100 cents. Then you know you should regroup to 1 dollar to make the
amount easy to understand.
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Hands-On Activity
Use base-ten blocks to understand dollars and cents.
Materials: base-ten blocks.
• Group students in pairs.
• Have students use base-ten blocks to model the problem. Tell them
that a flat represents one dollar, a long represents ten cents, and a unit
represents one cent.
• Have students model the amounts Shing earned, then combine and
regroup to find the total amount of money she has.
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Modeled and Guided Instruction

Learn About

Modeled and Guided Instruction

Solving Problems About Money

Read the problem below. Then explore different ways to solve money problems.

At A Glance

Prim bought 3 muffins at the school bake sale. Each muffin cost $0.75. She also
bought a cookie for $0.50. Prim gave Mr. Hall a $5.00 bill. How much change did
she get?

Students use bills and coins to convert money
to solve a multi-step word problem. Then
students revisit this problem.

Picture It

You can use bills and coins to help solve money problems.

Show the amount Prim spent using quarters. 1 quarter = $0.25

Step By Step

1 muffin

1 muffin

1 muffin

1 cookie

$0.75

$0.75

$0.75

$0.50

• Read the problem at the top of the page
as a class.

Picture It
• Have a volunteer explain how to find the cost
of 3 muffins. [Multiply the value of 3 quarters
by 3 or add the value of 3 quarters 3 times to
find the value of 9 quarters.]

Show the amount Prim gave Mr. Hall in bills and quarters. There are 4 quarters in
1 dollar. Prim spent 11 quarters.
$2.00

$3.00

• Ensure students understand that the value of
4 quarters is equal to the value of a $1.00 bill.

English Language Learners
• Ask students to explain how the amount from
the $5.00 bill is shown with $1.00 bills and
quarters. [Two $1.00 bills is equal to $2.00 and
12 quarters is equal to $3; $2 1 $3 5 $5.]

Mathematical Discourse 1 and 2
Hands-On Activity
Real-World Connection

The amount that is not crossed out is the change that Prim got.
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Mathematical Discourse
1 Why do you think a 25-cent coin is
called a quarter?
Student responses should show an
understanding that 1 dollar is equal
to 100 cents and that 25 cents is  14   , a
··
quarter, of 100 cents. Alternately,
you can divide a dollar into 4 equal
parts of 25 cents each.
2 Why do you think 15 minutes is called
a quarter of an hour?
Student responses should show an
understanding that 1 hour is equal
to 60 minutes and that 15 minutes
is   14 of 60 minutes. Alternately, you
··
can divide an hour into 4 equal parts
of 15 minutes each.
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English Language Learners
American coins are unusual in having
names that are unrelated to their values,
so students may be unfamiliar with the
names of coins even when they recognize
their values. Allow English language
learners time to practice simply naming
coins. When referring to coins in math
problems, frequently name the value as
well as the coin. For example, There
are 4 quarters, or four 25-cent coins, in
each dollar.
Have students make a diagram to show
the relationship between pennies,
nickels, dimes, quarters, and dollars. Draw
and label arrows with the mathematical
operation needed to convert from one
unit to another.
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Connect It

Now you will solve the problem on the previous page using
money conversions and equations.

Step By Step

2 The money Prim used to pay is in dollars. The prices are in cents. Which is

the larger unit?

Connect It

dollars

• Have students explain how their answer to
problem 12 relates to the bills and coins
shown on the previous page. [Two dollars is
shown with two $1.00 bills and 25 cents is
shown with the one quarter that is not
crossed out.]

3 Explain how you can convert $5.00 to cents.

$1.00 5 100 cents, so multiply 5 3 100.
How many cents are in $5.00?

500 cents

4

Each muffin cost $0.75, or 75 cents. The cookie cost $0.50, or 50 cents. Fill in the
blanks to find how many cents Prim spent on 3 muffins and 1 cookie.
3 3 75
cents 1 50
cents 5 275
cents

5

Show how to find how many cents Prim got for change.

6

You have found Prim’s change in cents. Explain how to find this amount in dollars
and cents. Possible answer: There are 100 cents in a dollar, and 200 cents in

• Ask students to explain how to check their
answer. [Add the cost of 3 muffins and
1 cookie to the amount of change. The sum
should total $5.00 or 500 cents.]

500 2 275 5 225

2 dollars. The change is 225 cents: 225 2 200 5 25. Prim got 2 dollars and

Try It

25 cents in change, or $2.25.

7 Solution

$4.40; Students might think about the
problem in terms of dimes: 1 pound of
nuts is 28 dimes so 2 pounds of nuts is
56 dimes. $10.00 is 100 dimes: 100 2 56 5
44 dimes, or $4.40.

Try It

Use what you just learned to solve these problems. Show your work on
a separate sheet of paper.
7

One pound of nuts costs $2.80. Aaron bought 2 pounds of nuts. He gave the clerk
a $10.00 bill. How much change did he get? $4.40

8

Keisha bought 4 books and 2 bookmarks at the library book sale. Each book cost
$2.50. Each bookmark cost $1.95. Keisha paid with a $20.00 bill. How much change
$6.10
did she get?

8 Solution
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Hands-On Activity
Use play money to understand
finding the amount of change.
Materials: play money, including
five-dollar bills, one-dollar bills,
and quarters
• Give each student or student group a
five-dollar bill, five one-dollar bills, and
20 quarters.
• Ask students to come up with at least
5 different ways to represent $5 with
the money they have.

Lesson 24 Money
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Real-World Connection
Have students find advertisements for
items in newspapers or on the Internet
where an amount of money is shown.
Have them discuss combinations of bills
and coins that can be used to pay for
those items.

$6.10; Students might first find the cost of
4 books in cents: $2.50 5 250 cents; 250 1
250 1 250 1 250 5 1,000 cents and the
cost of 2 bookmarks in cents: $1.95 5 195
cents; 195 1 195 5 390 cents. Then they
find the total cost of books and
bookmarks: 1,000 cents 1 390 cents 5
1,390 cents. Finally they subtract the total
cost from the amount paid to find the
change: $20.00 5 2,000 cents; 2,000 2
1,390 5 610 cents; 610 cents 5 $6.10.
Error Alert Students who wrote $7.10
might not have regrouped correctly when
subtracting.
Mathematics
PRACTICE AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Assign Practice and Problem Solving
pages 277–278 after students have
completed this section.

• Have students share the different ways
with the class, make a list of different
ways on the board, and discuss how
they all have the same value.
• Repeat the activity with different
amounts of money.
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Practice

Guided Practice

Guided Practice

Solving Money Problems

Study the example below. Then solve problems 15–17.

Example

At A Glance

Marcel bought 4 DVDs. Each DVD cost $19.50, including tax. He
has a coupon for $5.00 off the total cost. Marcel gave the clerk a
$100.00 bill. How much change will he get?

Students use equations to solve problems
involving money.

Look at how you could show your work using words and
numbers.

Step By Step

amount spent on DVDs: 4 3 $19.50 5 $78.00
amount spent after using coupon: $78.00 2 $5.00 5 $73.00

• Ask students to solve the problems
individually and label units in
their calculations.
•

What operation did the
student use to represent
the coupon for $5.00 off
the total cost?

amount received in change: $100.00 2 $73.00 5 $27.00

Pair/Share
How could you work
backward to solve this
problem?

Solution Marcel will get $27.00.

Pair/Share

When students have
completed each problem, have them
Pair/Share to discuss their solutions with
a partner or in a group.

9

Otis wants to buy a baseball bat that costs $35.00. He earned
$15.00 on Monday, $3.62 on Tuesday, and $13.50 on Wednesday.
How much does he still need to earn to buy the bat?
Show your work.
$15.00 1 $3.62 1 $13.50 5 31 dollars and
112 cents 5 $32.12

Solutions
Example

$35.00 2 $32.12 5 $2.88

Using an equation is shown as
one way to solve the problem. Students need
to find the cost of 4 DVDs by multiplying the
cost of each DVD by 4. They need to
recognize that a coupon for $5 off means to
subtract $5 from the total cost. Students may
think, “$73 plus what amount equals $100?”
9 Solution

$2.88; See possible work on Student Book
page. Students may also solve the problem
by writing and solving an equation.
$15.00 1 $3.62 1 $13.50 1 M 5 $35.00.
$32.12 1 M 5 $35.00. Think, “What
number plus 32.12 equals 35?”
$32.12 1 $2.88 5 $35.00. Otis needs $2.88
more to buy the bat.
DOK 2
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Will you need to regroup
cents to dollars?

Pair/Share

Solution

$2.88

How could you use a
model to solve this
problem?
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10

Ronald and Kaili earn money helping with yard work. Ronald
earns $6.50 per hour raking leaves. Kaili earns $7.25 per hour
weeding flower beds. Ronald worked 4 hours, and Kaili worked
5 hours. How much more did Kaili earn than Ronald?
Show your work.

Solutions

What does the word
earn mean?

10 Solution

Ronald: $6.50 3 4 5 $26.00
Kaili: $7.25 3 5 5 $36.25
$36.25 2 $26.00 5 $10.25

$10.25; Ronald worked 4 hours.
$6.50 3 4 5 $26.00. Kaili worked 5 hours.
$7.25 3 5 5 $36.25. Subtract to find the
difference. $36.25 2 $26.00 5 $10.25.
DOK 2

Pair/Share

Solution

11

$10.25

What operations do
you need to use to
solve this problem?

11 Solution

C; Find the total amount she spent and
subtract from two $20 bills:
(2 3 $20) 2 ($12.25 1 $5.25) 5 $22.50.

Victoria has two $20 bills in her wallet. She spends $12.25 on
a gift and $5.25 on wrapping paper. How much money does
Victoria have left? Circle the letter of the correct answer.
A $2.50
B $17.50
C $22.50

Explain to students why the other two
answer choices are not correct:
B is incorrect because it is the amount
Victoria spent.
D is incorrect because it is the amount
Victoria would have had left if she bought
the gift only.
DOK 3

How much does Victoria
have in her wallet
before she buys the gift
and wrapping paper?

D $27.75
Amir chose A as the correct answer. How did he get that answer?
Amir subtracted the amount Victoria spent ($17.50) from
$20.00, but Victoria had two $20 bills, or $40.00.

Pair/Share
How can you estimate
to see if Amir’s answer
is reasonable?

Mathematics
PRACTICE AND PROBLEM SOLVING
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Assign Practice and Problem Solving
pages 279–280 after students have
completed this section.
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Practice

Independent Practice

Independent Practice

Solving Money Problems

Solve the problems.
1 Sierra bought some apps for her phone. She paid $3.50 for a game, $4.75 for a music

At A Glance

player, and $1.00 each for 12 songs. How much did she pay in total?
A $8.25

Students convert money to solve problems
that might appear on a mathematics test.

B $12.00
C $19.00
D $20.25

Solutions

2 Bena bought a bottle of water for $1.29 and a pack of gum for $1.79. How much did

1 Solution

Bena give the clerk if she got $6.92 in change?

D; Sierra paid $3.50 for a game, $4.75 for a
music player, and 12 3 $1.00 5 $12.00 for
songs. $3.50 1 $4.75 1 $12.00 5 $20.25.
DOK 2

A $5.00
B $9.00
C $10.00
D $20.00

2 Solution

C; Convert each amount to cents. Add 129,
179, and 692 to get 1,000. Bena gave the
clerk 1,000 cents, or $10.00. DOK 2

3 Tu went to the movies. He bought 2 tickets for $9.50 each, popcorn for $5.00, and

2 drinks for $4.25 each. He gave the clerk two $20.00 bills. Which expression(s) can be
used to find the amount of change Tu got? Circle the letter for all that apply.

3 Solution

B; The expression shows $40 minus $9.50
twice (movie tickets), $5.00 (popcorn), and
$4.25 twice (drinks)
D; The expression shows $40 minus 2 3
$9.50 (movie tickets), 2 3 $4.25 (drinks)
and $5.00 (popcorn)
E; The expression is the same as option D
except the $40 is broken into (2 3 $20).
DOK 2

A $40.00 2 $9.50 2 $4.25 2 $5.00
B $40.00 2 $9.50 2 $9.50 2 $5.00 2 $4.25 2 $4.25
C (2 3 $9.50) 1 $5.00 1 (2 3 $4.25) 2 (2 3 $20.00)
D $40.00 2 (2 3 $9.50) 2 (2 3 $4.25) 2 $5.00
E (2 3 $20.00) 2 (2 3 $9.50) 2 (2 3 $4.25) 2 $5.00
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Quick Check and Remediation
• Ask students to find the change given from
$10, when $2.25 is spent. [$7.75]
• For students who are still struggling, use the
chart to guide remediation.
• After providing remediation, check students’
understanding. Ask students to explain their
thinking while finding the change from $10
when $3.75 is spent. [$6.25]
• If a student is still having difficulty, use
Ready Instruction, Grade 2, Lesson 25.
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If the error is . . .

Students may . . .

To remediate . . .

$0.75

have ignored the
dollars and only
considered the cents.

Ask students to check their answers for
reasonableness. If they bought an item for
$2.25 and paid with a $10 bill and only got
back $0.75, would they think something is
incorrect?

other answers

be struggling with
converting money.

If students struggle with converting money,
allow them to practice using real or play bills
and coins. Focus on understanding that there
are 100 cents in $1.00.

other answers

be struggling with
subtraction.

Have students review Lesson 3: Add and
Subtract Whole Numbers.
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4 A movie ticket costs $7.50. Popcorn costs $4.00, and a drink costs $3.75. What is the

price for 4 tickets, 2 popcorns, and 2 drinks?
Show your work.

Solutions

Tickets: 4 3 $7.50 5 $30.00
Popcorn: 2 3 $4.00 5 $8.00
Drinks: 2 3 $3.75 5 $7.50
$30.00 1 $8 1 $7.50 5 $45.50
Answer

4 Solution

$45.50; 4 tickets at $7.50 per ticket are
4 3 $7.50 5 $30.00. 2 popcorns at
$4.00 per popcorn are 2 3 $4.00 5 $8.00.
2 drinks at $3.75 per drink are 2 3 $3.75 5
$7.50. $30.00 1 $8.00 1 $7.50 5 $45.50.
DOK 2

$45.50

5 Carter is buying 3 pounds of turkey and a loaf of bread. Turkey costs $4.75 a pound

and a loaf of bread costs $2.25, including tax. Carter gives the clerk a $20.00 bill. What
will he get in change? List two different ways Carter could receive change.
Show your work.

5 Solution

Possible work: $20.00 2 ($4.75 1 $4.75 1 $4.75) 2 $2.25 5 $3.50

Answers will vary. Bills and coins should
total $3.50. See possible work on Student
Book page. Students may also solve the
problem by converting the amounts to
cents. Carter gave the clerk 2,000 cents.
He spent 1,425 cents on turkey. He spent
225 cents on bread. 2,000 2 1,650 5 350.
DOK 2

Answers will vary. Bills and coins should total $3.50.

Answer bills: 3 one-dollar bills

coins: 2 quarters

bills: 2 one-dollar bills

coins: 6 quarters

or

6 Monique has collected change in jars in her room. She has 124 quarters, 82 dimes,

and 153 nickels. How much money does she have?

6 Solution

Show your work.

$46.85. 124 quarters are 124 3 $0.25 5
$31.00. 82 dimes are 82 3 $0.10 5 $8.20.
153 nickels are 153 3 $0.05 5 $7.65.
$31.00 1 $8.20 1 $7.65 5 $46.85.
DOK 2

124 3 25¢ 5 3100¢ or $31.00
82 3 10¢ 5 820¢ or $8.20
153 3 5¢ 5 765¢ or $7.65
$31.00 1 $8.00 1 $7.65 5 $46.85
Answer Monique has

$46.85

.

Self Check Go back and see what you can check off on the Self Check on page 243.
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Hands-On Activity

Challenge Activity

Use role-playing to understand operations with money.

Solve money problems with multiple conversions.

Materials: play money, items to sell

Have students solve the following word problems.

• Set up a mock store in the classroom.

• Marissa tooks rolls of change to be converted to dollars. She took
2 rolls of 50 pennies, 2 rolls of 40 nickels, 2 rolls of 50 dimes, and
2 rolls of 40 quarters. What is the smallest number of bills Marissa
could have received? [one $20 bill, one $10 bill, one $5 bill]

• Have students role-play the role of cashier and customer to
practice making change for items purchased. The customer
should verify they received the correct change.

• Dominic bought a phone charger for $46.95 and a new phone
cover for $5.60. He paid for the items with three twenty-dollar bills.
How much change did Dominic receive? [$7.45]
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LESSON
QUIZ

Lesson 24
Money

Teacher-Toolbox.com
Overview

Tested Skills
PA Core: CC.2.4.4.A.1
Eligible Content: M04.D-M.1.1.2

Assign the Lesson 24 Quiz and have students work
independently to complete it.
Use the results of the quiz to assess students’ understanding
of the content of the lesson and to identify areas for
reteaching. See the Lesson Pacing Guide at the beginning
of the lesson for suggested instructional resources.

Name ___________________________________________________________

Date ____________________

Ready® Mathematics

Lesson 24

Problems on this assessment form require students to be
able to solve multi-step word problems involving money by
converting amounts of money in bills and coins, determining
the correct operation(s) to use, and writing and solving
equations. Students will also need to be familiar with
performing operations with whole numbers, converting
among units within the same measurement system, and
solving word problems by writing and solving an equation.
Name ___________________________________________________________

Date ____________________

Lesson 24 Quiz continued

Quiz
4 Charlie joins a walk-a-thon to raise money for the community center. The

table below shows the amount of money each supporter will give for every
mile Charlie walks.

Solve the problems.
1 Nassim spends $15.00 on colored pencils, $10.00 on a sketch book, $3.50 on

erasers, and $4.95 on a colored pencil blender. He hands the clerk $35.00.
What could he receive in change?
Circle all correct answers.

6 quarters and 1 nickel

C

35 nickels

Mr. Chan

Ms. Adams

$2.50

$3.00

$4.50

Charlie walks 4 miles on the day of the walk-a-thon.
Choose Yes or No to tell whether the expression can be used to show
the total amount of money Charlie raises from his supporters.

D one $1 bill, 2 quarters, and 1 nickel
E

Ms. Simon

Part A

A one $1 bill, one quarter, 3 dimes, and 3 nickels
B

Supporter’s Name
Amount of Money for
Each Mile Walked

four quarters, four dimes, and four nickels

2 Grace has one $10 bill and three $5 bills. She spends $9.30 on a belt and

A 4 3 ($2.50 1 $3.00 1 $4.50)

u Yes u No

B

3 3 ($2.50 1 $3.00 1 $4.50)

u Yes u No

C

(3 3 4) 1 ($2.50 1 $3.00 1 $4.50)

u Yes u No

$4.20 on a snack. How much money does Grace have left?

D 3 3 4 3 ($2.50 1 $3.00 1 $4.50)

u Yes u No

A $14.50

C

E

(4 3 $2.50) 1 (4 3 $3.00) 1 (4 3 $4.50)

u Yes u No

B

D $0.50

F

(3 3 $2.50) 1 (3 3 $3.00) 1 (3 3 $4.50)

u Yes u No

$11.50

$10.50

Part B
3 Ryan and Melissa both want to buy a game that costs $65.00. Ryan has $10. He

earns $5 per hour washing cars for 3 hours. Melissa has $15. She earns $5 per
hour washing cars for 2 hours. If Ryan and Melissa add their money together,
how much do they need to buy the game?

Riley also wants to support Charlie and gives twice the amount Mr. Chan gives
for each mile. If Charlie’s goal is to raise $60, does he reach his goal?
Explain.

A 15
B

35

C

40

D 50
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Lesson 24

Common Misconceptions and Errors
Errors may result if students:
• misread the problem, disregard important information, or only partially solve the problem.
• convert incorrectly.
• do not follow the order of operations, use an incorrect operation, or use the correct
operation incorrectly.
• consider only the dollars or only the cents when calculating with money.
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Lesson 24 Quiz Answer Key
1. B, D
DOK 2
2. B
DOK 2
3. A
DOK 2
4. Part A:
a. Yes
b. No
c. No
d. No
e. Yes
f. No
DOK 2
Part B:
Yes, Charlie reaches his goal. Possible explanation: Riley gives $6.00 for each mile
Charlie walks. The total amount Charlie gets for each mile he walks is $2.50 1 $3.00 1
$4.50 1 $6.00 5 $16.00. The total of $16.00 can be multiplied by the number of miles he
walks, 4: $16.00 3 4 5 $64.00. Charlie raises $64.00 in all, $4 more than his goal of $60.
DOK 3
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